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Getting started with low-code web service
integration
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio can integrate with custom REST web services using low-code tools only. Based on the custom business
logic, Creatio will generate and send a request to the web service, receive the response and extract the needed
data. The data received from the web service can be used to create or update records in the Creatio database, or
for ad hoc business logic or automation.

How it works
Basic web service connection parameters are configured in the [ Web services ] section in the [ Studio ]
workplace. Here you can configure web service integration parameters, including:

Note. The complexity of the setup procedure largely depends on how the web service itself is implemented
and documented. Most common web service integrations do not require programmer background.

The general setup procedure is as follows:

How Creatio connects to the web service and authenticates in it.

How Creatio generates requests to the web service.

How Creatio reads the response from the web service.

Studying documentation on REST-services that are necessary for performing a specific business task. You
need to fully understand how to call the used web-service.

1.

For each of the web services:2.

Set up web service properties, including its URI in the [ Web services ] section.a.

Add HTTP methods that Creatio can call to trigger web service functions and set up their parameters.b.

Implement calling of the integrated web services as part of your BPMN business processes.

EXAMPLE. Set up automatic updates of the currency exchange rates in the [ Currencies ] lookup using
a free web service “Fixer” (http://fixer.io/).

Implementation of this example requires that we set up integration with the Fixer service itself, set up a
method for obtaining exchange rates for the needed currency, and finally, set up a business process
that would call this method at the required intervals and update the [ Currencies ] lookup.

The following chapters cover web service integration setup, using the “Fixer” REST service as example.

3.
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Studying Web service documentation
Before you start setting up integration with a REST web service, you need to have a complete understanding of
how to call this web service and what kind of response it will return. This information is available in the web
service documentation.

For example, to obtain currency exchange rates from http://fixer.io/, you can use one of the two GET method
requests:

The following parameters can be used in requests:

Regardless of the request method and parameters, the web service returns responses of the same structure:

Each response contains 3 parameters:

Thus, to integrate with this web service, Creatio must be configured to execute the needed requests with the
needed parameters and parse the response obtained from the web service.

 

https://data.fixer.io/api/latest – to obtain latest exchange rates.

https://data.fixer.io/api/2000-01-03 – to obtain exchange rates for specific date (in this case, January 3,
2000).

access_key – specifies your personal API access key for authentication on http://data.fixer.io/api/. You can
obtain this code for free, by registering on http://fixer.io/. Required parameter.

base – specifies base currency, in relation to which the exchange rates will be obtained. For example, to get
exchange rates in relation to US dollar, use the following request: https://data.fixer.io/latest?base=USD.
If the “base” parameter is not passed, the rates will be returned in relation to Euro.

symbols – specifies the currencies, whose exchange rates must be returned. For example, to get exchange
rates for US dollar and British pound only, use the following request: https://data.fixer.io/latest?
symbols=USD,GBP. If the “symbols” parameter is not passed, the rates will be returned for all currencies
that the web service supports.

{"success":true,"timestamp":1521527348,"base":"EUR","date":"2018-02-22","rates":{"AUD":1.5699,"BGN":1.9558,...,"ZAR":14.384}}

success – indicates whether exchange rate query was successful.

timestamp – object containing a standard UNIX time stamp indicating the time the given exchange rate data
was collected.

base – specifies base currency, for the exchange rates. For example, "base":"EUR" indicates that the rates
are returned in relation to Euro.

date – specifies the date of the exchange rates. For example, "date":"2018-02-22" indicates that the rates
are returned for February 22, 2018.

rates – contains an array of nested parameters, each of which represents exchange rate between the base
currency and one of the supported currencies. For example, "rates":
{"GBP":0.88343,"USD":1.2276} means that the web service returned exchange rates for British Pound
("GBP":0.88343) and US dollar ("USD":1.2276).
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Add new web service integration
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Although the general integration setup steps are the same, the details largely depend on the web service
specifics. To set up integration with a new web service:

Go to the [ Studio ] workplace and open the [ Web services ] section.1.

Add a new web service integration by clicking the [ New web service ] button.2.

Enter the web service address in the mini page and click [ OK ] button (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Entering the web service address in the mini page

Note. If you enter a web service URL with parameters, they will be automatically added as request
parameters to the created web service integration.

3.

Verify and populate the web service page fields (Fig. 2), if needed:

Fig. 2 Populating general web service properties

4.
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FIELD NOTES EXAMPLE

Name Enter the name that will be displayed in the [ Which method to
call? ] field for the [ Call web service ] business process elements.

Currency exchange
rate (Fixer)

Code Used for interacting with this parameter in Creatio source code.
Usually, it consists of the method name and the “Usr” prefix.

UsrFixer

Web
service
URI

Complete address for calling the web service will consist of this
URI and settings specified on the method setup page.

Use same protocol (http/https) as your Creatio application
protocol.

If the web service is located in a package that cannot be
modified, its URI can still be edited.

http://data.fixer.io/api/

Retries
on call
failure

If the web service response returned with an error code or the
response time-out expired, the query will be repeated the
specified number of times. When populating this field, pay
attention to the response time-out that will be specified for web
service methods.

10

Package The package in which this web service integration implementation
will be saved.

The list contains all packages that can be modified by the current
user.

UsrWebServices

Note. Web service integrations are saved as configuration items. If a web service configuration item is
located in a package that cannot be modified, you will be able to edit only its URI. To make other changes to
such web service integrations, copy the corresponding configuration items to custom packages.
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Web service authentication
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Depending on the specifics of a each particular web service, it may process any and all requests, or require some
form of authentication before the web service can be used. Creatio web service integration supports two types
of authentication:

Using basic authentication
To enable HTTP basic authentication:

HTTP Basic authentication involves passing a login and password as part of a web service request to
authenticate Creatio to the integrated web service. It is a simpler form of authentication to use, however, it is
not secure without SSL/TLS. It is a simpler form of authentication to use, however, it is not secure without
SSL/TLS.

OAuth 2.0 Authorization is secure authentication mode, supported by most of the popular service providers,
including Facebook, Google and Amazon.

Obtain login credentials for basic authentication. The method of obtaining the credentials depends on the web
service you integrate.

1.

Open the [ System designer ] go to the [ System settings ] section and add 2 system settings:2.

A “string” type system setting for storing a login for the web service.a.

An “encrypted string” type system setting for storing the password for the web service.b.

Populate the system setting values with the login and password for authentication with the web service.3.

Open the web service page and go to the [ Authentication ] tab.4.

In the [ Authentication ] field, select “Basic”.5.

In the [ Username ] and [ Password ] fields, select the system settings that contain the login and password for
accessing the web service (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The [ Authentication ] tab

6.
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The system settings used in the authentication will be bound to the web service package. The system settings are
bound without values, so the password and login values will not be bound to the package. After installing the web
service integration package on a new application, make sure that you populate the login and password system
settings.

Using existing OAuth 2.0 application
To use OAuth authentication, provided the application has been set up before (e.g., when installing a package
with web service integration):

Setting up a new OAuth 2.0 application

Open the web service page and go to the [ Authentication ] tab.1.

In the [ Authentication ] field, select “OAuth 2.0”.2.

In the [ Application ] field, select an existing OAuth application (Fig. 1). Learn more about setting up the new
OAuth 2.0 application in a separate article.

Fig. 1 Selecting an existing OAuth application

3.
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To set up a new OAuth application for authentication with the web service:

Populate the OAuth application setup page (Fig. 2). The values are usually available in the web service
documentation or via API of that service, e.g., access to Google APIs is available through the [ Credentials ]
section of Google developer console, as well as in the API documentation.

Fig. 2 OAuth application setup page

Since different services have different terminology, API and documentation structure, the authentication setup
will also be different. Common OAuth setup issues, their causes and cures are available in a separate article.

Below are general recommendations on populating OAuth setup parameters and tips on where to find values to
populate these parameters with.

Open the web service page and go to the [ Authentication ] tab.1.

In the [ Authentication ] field, select “OAuth 2.0”.2.

In the [ Application ] field, click [ + ] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding a new OAuth application

3.
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Attention. OAuth authentication setup must be performed both on Creatio side and on the side of the
integrated application.

Name
In the [ Name ] field, enter the name for the new application, which will be displayed in the [ Application ] field
when the users populate it on the [ Authentication ] tab. You can also select an image to be used as an icon for
this OAuth application.

Client ID
In the [ Client ID ] field, enter the client identifier issued to you by the authorization server of the integrated web
service. In the documentation and API of different web services, it may be referred to as:

This will be the value of the client_id parameter of the request. Read more >>>

Case. Client ID for Google APIs is available in the “Credentials” section of Google APIs console
(https://console.developers.google.com), in the “Client ID” field. Read more >>>

Client secret
In the [ Client secret ] field, enter the “client secret” issued to you by the authorization server. In the
documentation and API of different web services, it may be referred to as:

This will be the value of the client_secret parameter of the request. Read more >>>

Case. Client secret for Google APIs is available in the “Credentials” section of Google APIs console
(https://console.developers.google.com), in the “Client secret” field. Read more >>>

Auth code request URL
In the [ Auth code request URL ] field, specify the URL, which will serve as an endpoint for requesting an access
from the user who can grant it. For example, when Google informs you that an application attempts to receive
access to certain information, you act as the “user who can grant access”.

This is the auth_uri parameter of the request. Read more >>>

Application ID

Consumer ID

Public key

Application secret

Consumer secret

Secret key
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Case. Auth code request URL for Google APIs is “https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/auth”. You can
get if from the documentation, describing the example of an OAuth application for integration with Google.
Also, it is available in the json file with settings, which can be downloaded from the “Credentials” section of
Google developer console.

Access token request URL
In the [ Access token request URL ] field, specify the URL, which will serve as an endpoint for requesting an
access token to use for subsequent requests to the service. Read more >>>

Case. Access token request URL for Google APIs is “https://www.googleapis.com/oauth2/v3/token”. You
can get if from the documentation, describing the example of an OAuth application for integration with
Google. Also, it is available in the json file with settings, which can be downloaded from the “Credentials”
section of Google developer console.

Redirect URL
When setting up OAuth authentication on the web service side, you need to specify URL where the authentication
server will redirect users after authentication. This “redirect URL” is displayed on the OAuth application setup
page (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Redirect URL on the OAuth application setup page in Creatio

Make sure that you specify this URL in the settings of the integrated service as the proper redirect URL.

Send client credentials in token request
Select which part of token request will contain the access token. Auth permits variations as to where the token
can be passed. In the [ Send client credentials in token request ] field, you can select from the following available
options: “As Basic auth header, “In the request body”, or “In query string as a GET request”. The option to
choose depends on the specifics of the third-party system and is usually covered in its documentation.
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In request body
A lot of popular services, e.g., Google, Linkedin, JIRA, etc. process requests where access token is passed in the
request body.

Case.

As Basic auth header
Some services, such as QuickBooks, Docusign, GoToWebinar require that client id and client secret key are
passed in the form of basic authentication and would not accept them in the request body. Read more in the IETF
documentation.

Case.

In query string as a GET request
Several services may handle authentication differently. For example, instead of POST request with parameters in
body and headings, Facebook uses a token GET request with all parameters specified in the request URL.

Case.

POST /token HTTP/1.1
Host: server.example.com
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

grant_type=refresh_token&refresh_token=tGzv3JOkF0XG5Qx2TlKWIA
&client_id=s6BhdRkqt3&client_secret=7Fjfp0ZBr1KtDRbnfVdmIw

curl -X POST "https://api.getgo.com/oauth/v2/token" \
-H "Authorization: Basic {Base64 Encoded consumerKey and consumerSecret}" \
-H "Accept:application/json" \
-H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" \
-d "grant_type=authorization_code&code=
{responseKey}&redirect_uri=http%3A%2F%2Fcode.example.com"

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/facebook-login/manually-build-a-login-flow/#confirm\
GET https://graph.facebook.com/v3.2/oauth/access_token?\
client_id={app-id}\
&redirect_uri={redirect-uri}\
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Revoke token URL
In the [ Revoke token URL ] field, specify the URL, which will serve as an endpoint for revoking the access token
to deny subsequent requests to the service.

This is an optional parameter. In a regular scenario, a user who has access to the integrated service can revoke
access to specific OAuth applications. For example, you can disable access to specific applications from your
Google account settings.

Case. The URL for making a request to revoke a Google API token is
“https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/revoke”. You can get if from the Google API documentation.

Log in
Click the [ Log in ] button, log in to the service using the shared user’s credentials and approve access for
Creatio OAuth application.

Scopes
Scopes (also known as “permissions”) are used to grant an application different levels of access to data on
behalf of the end user. Scope URLs are usually available in the service documentation. Each API may declare one
or more scopes.

Case. Google API scopes, such as “https://www.googleapis.com/auth/gmail.readonly” (permission to view
your email messages and settings) are available in the API documentation.

OAuth application common setup issues
This article contains an overview of several typical issues that you may encounter when setting up integration
with a web service using authentication via OAuth 2.0. More information is available in the “Setting up a new
OAuth 2.0 application” article.

Connection settings are invalid or out-of-date
The connection settings are different from those in the integrated application. The error may appear in the Client
ID, Client secret, authentication and token URLs and Scopes.

When does the error appear

&client_secret={app-secret}\
&code={code-parameter}

The error appears when adding a user on the OAuth application page.

The error appears when calling the web service (i.e., Creatio attempts to obtain access using invalid settings).
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How to fix
Verify each setting on the OAuth application setup page in Creatio, make sure that they match the corresponding
settings in the integrated third-party application. After that, attempt to add a new user again.

Incorrect Redirect URL is specified in the integrated third-party
application
OAuth authentication setup must be performed both on Creatio side and on the side of the integrated application.
Security requirements often involve specific URL for redirecting after access token is issued by the authentication
server. Also, the domain for redirection URL often requires separate verification.

The proper redirect URL is displayed on the OAuth application setup page in Creatio (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Redirect URL on the OAuth application setup page in Creatio

This URL must be copied to the corresponding settings of the integrated third-party application (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Entering a redirect URI in Google API

If the link specified in the integrated third-party application does not match the one on the OAuth application
setup page in Creatio, access token will not be issued.
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When does the error appear
The error appears when adding a user on the OAuth application page.

How to fix
Specify correct redirect URL by copying the URL from the OAuth application setup page in Creatio to the
corresponding field in the integrated third-party application.

Insufficient permissions (scopes) to perform an operation
In OAuth 2.0, the access token is often issued with specific limited permissions to call functions of the integrated
application. For example, applications may have a separate scopes for reading and modifying data. In this case,
the list of needed scopes must be specified in Creatio, the integrated service, or upon user login.

The scopes must be specified in Creatio, on the [ Scopes ] detail of the OAuth application setup page. Creatio will
be requesting these scopes when the user logs in to authentication server. If the needed scope has not been
added to the [ Scopes ] detail, it is likely that the user will not be able to log in.

When does the error appear
When attempting to call the integrated web service, for example, to modify its data without sufficient scopes, the
integrated application will return an error.

How to fix

The scopes must be specified in the integrated application
Sometimes, the scopes must be specified in the integrated application. For example, the extent of permissions
can be specified during the application setup in the integrated service. In this case, the scopes specified in Creatio
must correspond to those permitted for this application in the integrated service.

When does the error appear
Depending on the architecture of the integrated application, the following scenarios are possible if scopes
specified in Creatio exceed those permitted in the integrated service:

Add all needed scopes to the [ Scopes ] detail.1.

Delete the integrated service user from Creatio, so that the previously issued access token is revoked.2.

Revoke access for Creatio application in the integrated service (e.g., you can disable access to specific
applications from your Google account settings).

3.

Add the user once again.4.

The user will be unable to log in.

When attempting to call the integrated web service to modify its data, the integrated application will return an
error.
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How to fix
If the user is unable to log in:

If the integrated application returns an error when attempting to call the integrated web service to modify its
data:

The scopes requested by Creatio are denied during login
The properly specified scopes in Creatio may be denied during login attempt. In some applications, e.g.,
Facebook, the list of scopes that are actually issued can be modified by the user of the integrated service during
login.

For example, reading and modifying the data (2 records on the [ Scopes ] detail) are permitted in the application
settings by default. On login, the user cleared checkbox for modifying data. In this case, when Creatio requests
access to reading and modifying the data, the application will issue the token only with the permission to read
data, which will be added to Creatio.

When does the error appear
When attempting to call the integrated web service to modify its data, the integrated application will return an
error.

How to fix

The “Use authentication” checkbox is not selected in the web service
method or wrong authentication method selected
This is not an OAuth-specific issue, rather it refers to the entire web service integration setup process. Its
symptom is “Web service replies with 403 Unauthorized” error.

When does the error appear
The error appears when calling the web service (i.e., Creatio attempts to connect without passing of an access

Add the needed scope in the integrated application.1.

Attempt to log in again.2.

Add the needed scope in the integrated application.1.

Delete the integrated service user from Creatio, so that the previously issued access token is revoked.2.

Revoke access for Creatio application in the integrated service (e.g., you can disable access to specific
applications from your Google account settings).

3.

Add the user once again.4.

Delete the integrated service user from Creatio, so that the previously issued access token is revoked.1.

Revoke access for Creatio application in the integrated service (e.g., you can disable access to specific
applications from your Google account settings).

2.

Add the user to Creatio again, this time selecting all needed scoped during login.3.
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token).

How to fix
Set proper authentication type on the [ Authentication ] tab of the web service setup page and/or select the "Use
authentication" checkbox in web service methods.

Other access limitations have been set up in the integrated service
Some services may limit access by IP or domains. For example, Facebook may limit access by domains.

When does the error appear
The error appears when adding a user on the OAuth application page.

How to fix
Add and verify your Creatio application IP and/or domain on the integrated service side.

The application is awaiting the client ID and client secret in the other part
of the query
When requesting or updating token, Creatio by default includes client id and client secret in the request body.

Case.

Most services, e.g., Google, Linkedin, JIRA, etc. will process such request.

However, there may be a service, which would not accept  client id and client sectet in the request body. OAuth
permits variations in this case.

For example, QuickBooks, Docusign, GoToWebinar pass client id and client secret in the form of basic
authentication.

Case.

POST /token HTTP/1.1
Host: server.example.com
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

grant_type=refresh_token&refresh_token=tGzv3JOkF0XG5Qx2TlKWIA
&client_id=s6BhdRkqt3&client_secret=7Fjfp0ZBr1KtDRbnfVdmIw

curl -X POST "https://api.getgo.com/oauth/v2/token" \
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This method is covered in RFC, as an alternative to the approach supported by Creatio.

Several services may handle authentication differently. For example, instead of POST request with parameters in
body and headings, Facebook uses a token GET request with all parameters specified in the request URL.

When does the error appear
When the user attempts to log in to application. In this case, the login fail.

How to fix
Currently, there are no other ways of sending client id and client secret in Creatio.

“Missing refresh token” on login
Refresh token is required to update access token automatically. As a result, integration will be working for as long
as the token stays updated, without the need to confirm access. The refresh token is not always used.
Depending on the architecture of the integrated application, this may or may not constitute an actual integration
error.

There are three typical cases:

Application token does not expire
The integrated application issues an access token, which does not expire (no need to update it). This is a rare
case. Despite the warning, the integration may be operational for long periods of time.

How to fix
Study the documentation of the integrated service. Make sure that it actually does not issue refresh tokens and
does issue access tokens that do not expire. In this case, you may disregard the warning and continue working
with intergated service.

Application was not built to update its access tokens

-H "Authorization: Basic {Base64 Encoded consumerKey and consumerSecret}" \
-H "Accept:application/json" \
-H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" \
-d "grant_type=authorization_code&code={responseKey}&redirect_uri=http%3A%2F%2Fcode.example.com"

Application token does not expire

Application was not built to update its access tokens

Token updating must be enabled in the application settings

Application issues a refresh token only once per user

The refresh token has been invalidated in the integrated application, while Creatio still stores the invalidated
token
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The integrated application issues an access token, which will eventually expire, but cannot be updated due to
limitations of the integrated application. This is often the case with billing applications which by design should not
grand long-term access.

Such applications will not work with shared user, as common user is a means of not having each Creatio user log
in separately to the integrated application.

How to fix
Study the documentation of the integrated service. Make sure that it actually does not issue refresh tokens and
does issue access tokens that do expire.

Token updating must be enabled in the application settings
The integrated application issues an access token, which will eventually expire. The token cannot be updated due
to the integrated application current settings. For example, application may have a separate scope for requesting
refresh token.

How to fix

Application issues a refresh token only once per user
External application may issue a refresh token only once. I.e., the corresponding user is already logged in to the
application, has already received a refresh token, and is not eligible for a second refresh token.

Case. Creatio administrator added a token for the same integrated application.

The administrator has deleted the token from Creatio without revoking it (e.g., delete the the token from
the database without populating the [ Revoke URL ] field).

When the administrator adds a new token in Creatio, the integrated application will not issue a second
refresh token, as it has already issued the first token that has not been revoked yet.

Alternatively, the administrator may log in to the same integrated application from a different system, and
then attempts to log in from Creatio.

How to fix
Study the documentation of the integrated service. Make sure that it actually does issue refresh tokens. Find out
how to revoke access to the web service. Usually, integrated services have some form of UI to manage third-
party access. Delete the token of the application that the user adds to Creatio (e.g., remove integration with
Creatio).

After this, the integrated application will issue a refresh token upon adding an access token to Creatio.

Study the documentation of the integrated service. Make sure that it actually does issue refresh tokens.1.

Find out which settings permit issuing refresh tokens and implement them.2.

Revoke the current token.3.

Add a common user in Creatio.4.
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The refresh token has been invalidated in the integrated application, while
Creatio still stores the invalidated token
This may occur if administrator logs in to Creatio and the integrated application, and then deletes access on the
token management page of the integrated service. As a result, Creatio will store outdated access token and
refresh token.

When does the error appear
The authentication error appears when the web service is called.

How to fix

Web service methods
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

For each web service that you integrate with Creatio, you can set up calling of the necessary methods. You can
set up several methods per web service. You can add the request and response parameters manually or by
importing from request or response example by clicking the [ Quick setup ] button and selecting a type of
example (cURL, RAW or JSON) in the pop-up window. Also you can add request parameters from the “Method
address” field

Example. According to the “http://fixer.io/” web service documentation, the latest currency exchange
rates can be obtained via a simple GET method request to http(s)://data.fixer.io/api/latest endpoint. To have
Creatio obtain the currency rate information, we need to implement this method in the [ Methods ] detail of
the [ Web services ] section.

Note. You can call any number of web service methods within a single process flow by using multiple [ Call
web service ] business process elements and mapping incoming and outgoing parameters between them.

In Creatio, delete the user from the OAuth application setup page.1.

Add the user once again.

 

2.

Open the setup page of your web service integration and add web service methods by clicking the [ + ]
button on the [ Methods ] tab (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding a web service method

1.
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Populate the method properties (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Web service method properties

2.
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FIELD NOTES EXAMPLE

Name Enter the name that will be displayed in the [ Which
method to call? ] field for the [ Call web service ]
business process elements.

Get latest exchange rates

Code Used for interacting with this parameter in Creatio
source code. Usually, it consists of the method
name and the “Usr” prefix.

UsrLatest

Method
address

Use the web service documentation to determine
this value. You can specify a static value, or map it
to a “method address parameter” of your request.

For instance, http://fixer.io/ can process two
endpoints: “latest” – to return the latest rates and
date in text format (such as “2000-01-03”) to
return rates for that date.

You can set a specific endpoint, such as “latest”,
simply by entering it in this field.

If you need flexible integration, pass endpoint as a
“method address parameter”, by specifying that
parameter name in curly braces. In the current
case, we use the “{endpoint}” parameter.

You can pass several method address parameters,
for example: “{parameter1}/{parameter2}”.

{endpoint}

Request
type

Type of HTTP method used by request. Standard
HTTP methods are supported. The type of request
to use is determined in web service documentation.

For example, to retrieve data, such as currency
exchange rates use “GET” method.

GET

Content
type

Currently, only the JSON content type is supported. JSON

Response
timeout,
ms

Time after which Creatio will deem a web service
request as timed out. Upon timeout, Creatio will
retry the request or return an error, depending on
the number of retries available for this service call.

500

Complete
address

The method call address is generated automatically.
It consists of the web service URI and the method
address in the form “?
paramCode1=value1&paramCode2=value2”.

This address is displayed for reference.

http://data.fixer.io/api/{endpoint}
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Case. Complete address of the method request has the following structure: "Web service URI" +
"Method address" + "?" + "A set of request parameters separated with &". For example:
http://data.fixer.io/latest?base=USD&symbols=GBP.

Set up request parameters
Method request parameters are used to generate the endpoint URL that Creatio is going to use when calling the
web service. You can add the request parameters manually or by importing from examples.

Add the request parameters using the [Method address field]
Populate the [ Method address ] field with the web service URL with parameters and click the  icon in the
field or select the [ From field “Method address” ] option in the [ Quick setup ] menu (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Adding parameters from the “Method address field”

1.

In the opened parameters list, select necessary request parameters and click [ Save ] (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 An example of method address parameter set

2.
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As a result, selected parameters will be added as request parameters. You can modify the settings of
parameters (for example, select the “Required” checkbox for the “Access_key”) to adjust them for further
using in the [ Call web service ] business process element.

Add the request parameters manually
The number and types of request parameters are determined by the web-service specifics.

The following types of request parameters are available:

Click the [ Add parameter ] button on the [ Request parameters ] tab (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Setting up request parameters of a web service

1.
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Method
address
parameter

Use these parameters as variables to generate the request method address.

Add names of method address parameters, enclosed in curly braces in the [ Method
address ] field of the method. For instance: {parameterName1}/{parameterName2}, etc.

On the actual web service call, these variables will be replaced with actual parameter values
of the method address specified for corresponding [ Call web service ] element in the
process designer. For instance: http://web.service.uri/parameterValue1/parameterValue2.
If the parameter value is not specified in the element properties, but the [ Default value ]
field if populated, the default value will be used.

For this parameter type, the [ Required ] checkbox is selected and non-editable.

Body
parameter

This type of parameter is used for sending a data of any type (including collections) in the
body of request. Read more ...

The parameter is not available for the GET method

Query
parameter

The parameter of this type will be added to the request after method address and the “?”
character. Read more ...

Header
parameter

This type of parameter is used for generating header section of request. Read more ...

Cookies
parameter

Use parameters of this type to pass cookies in your requests. For example, you can pass
an authentication cookie, received earlier. Read more ...

Populate parameter values. If you have set a variable for method address (e.g. {endpoint}), a corresponding
method address parameter must be added (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Method address parameter settings

Note. The system settings used in method parameters will be bound to the web service package. This
will simplify the transfer of the web service to another system.

Note. If your request parameter is an array, select the “Body parameter” in the [ Parameter type ] field

2.
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and “Object” in the data type field. After this, nested parameters will become available. Read more >>>

Add the “Base currency” request parameter of the “Query parameter” type for passing the base currency
and populate its values (Fig. 3).

Case. By default, the web service will return the exchange rates in relation to Euro. According to the
web service description, you can obtain rates in relation to a specific base currency by passing this
currency in the “base” parameter of your request.

Fig. 3 “Base currency” query parameter settings

Use parameters of different types in the “Parameter type” field to generate web service requests
according to the web service documentation. In this case, we set up a single “Query parameter” for
passing base currency. Also, we specify the “USD” as the default value of the parameter in the “Default
value” field. The value can be set as constant or selected from the system setting. If the field is populated,
the “Required” checkbox is automatically cleared and non-editable.

3.

Add the “API key” request parameter of the “Query parameter” type for passing your personal access key.
 Specify this parameter as required by selecting the “Required” checkbox (Fig. 4).

Note. You will need to register on https://fixer.io/ to obtain your API key.

Fig. 4 “API key” query parameter settings

4.
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As a result, Creatio will be able to call methods of this web service using the following request template:

The full URL address with parameters is generated in the “Complete address” field according to the added
request parameters (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Complete address of the web service

The values in curly brackets ({endpoint} and {base currency}) will be specified in the [ Call web service ]
business process element, for instance:

Note. When creating a new web service you can enter a URL with parameters to the mini page and they
will be automatically added as request parameters to the created web service.

Set up response parameters
As a result of calling a web service method, a certain response (a JSON object, which is basically a structured
text) will be returned. To use data from that response, you need to set up parsing of the web service response
parameters, i.e., which part of the returned code represents the data that was the goal of this web service
integration.

http://data.fixer.io/api/{endpoint}?access_key={your access key}&base={base currency}

http://data.fixer.io/api/latest?access_key=00000000000000000000000000000000&base=USD
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EXAMPLE. Calling the “latest” method returns the requested information in a form of code string (open
the link in your browser to view the actual response code). To process the web service response, set up
how Creatio should parse the received code by configuring the response parameters.

The response comes in the form of values for the following three parameters:

The simplest way to implement this is to parse only exchange rates for the needed currencies. Each exchange
rate can be parsed as a separate parameter. In this example we will also parse the “base” and “date”
parameters.

Add the response parameters via Quick setup option
If you have the server response in JSON form, you can add the response parameters automatically by clicking
the [ Quick setup ] button.

“base” – base currency, in relation to which the rates are calculated, for example:

   "base":"EUR"

“date” – the date when these exchange rates were valid, for example:

   "date":"2018-02-19"

“rates” – exchange rates of a set number of currencies (each represented as a separate nested parameter)
in relation to the base currency, for example:

   "rates":{"AUD":1.5676,"BGN":1.9558,..."ZAR":14.461}

Click the [ Quick setup ] button and select the [ Example in JSON ] option in the “From response example”
section (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 the [ Example in JSON ] action for the response example

1.
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In the opened window, paste the JSON code of the server response (it will be displayed in your browser if you
try to open a call web service URL) and click the [ Next ] button (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Response in JSON code

2.

In the opened parameters list, select necessary parameters to add to the response and click the [ Save ]
button (Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 List of parameters from JSON example

3.
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As a result, selected parameters will be added as response parameters. You can modify the settings of
parameters (for example, change the data type of the currency rate to “decimal”) to adjust them for further
using in the [ Call web service ] business process element.

Add the response parameters manually
To add response parameters manually, click the [ Add parameter ] button on the [ Response parameters ] tab
and populate their values.

Add “Base currency” parameter, which will indicate the base currency for the received exchange rates.
Specify the parameter type as the “Body parameter” and the “Text” data type. The “Path to element
“JSONPath” should contain the JSON syntax. JSONpath “$.base” gets the value of the “base” parameter (e.g.,
"base":"EUR") in the web service response, in this case — “EUR”. (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 “Base currency” query parameter settings

1.

Add “Date” parameter, which will indicate the validity date for the received exchange rates. Specify the “Date”2.
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for the parameter (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Date response parameter settings

Note. JSONpath “$.date” gets the value of the “date” parameter (e.g., "date":: "2018-02-16") in the
service response, which in the current case is “2018-02-16”.

Case. As part of this case, we will be parsing each exchange rate as a separate parameter. For
example, Australian dollar rate will be passed as a value of the “RatesAUD” parameter.

Add parameters for parsing the exchange rate values. Specify the “Decimal” data type (Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 RatesAUD response parameter settings

Note. JSONpath “$.rates.AUD” gets the value of the “AUD” parameter, which is nested in another
parameter, “rates” (i.e.: "rates":{"AUD":1.5676}) in the service response. In this case, the value of
the $.rates.AUD is 1.5676.

3.
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Adding response and request parameters of the collection
type
Collection (or array) is a set of items. There are two types of collection parameters:

Fig. 1 An example of collection of contacts

Set up response parameters for parsing all needed currencies (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Setting up response parameters of a web service

4.

Simple collection. Any parameter can be made a collection by selecting the [ Is array ] checkbox. Simple
collections are arrays of values of the same data type, each value being a separate collection item. For
example, “1, 2, 3" is a simple array of integer values, “Boston, New York, Chicago” - is a simple array of text
values, etc.

Object collection. To add this type of collection, select “Object” in the [ Data type ] field of the request or
response parameter. Each item in an “Object” collection can have a set of parameters of different type. These
collection item parameters are represented as nested parameters of the parent collection parameter. For
example, an array of contacts can have nested parameters for contact name, date of birth and age (Fig. 1).
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An actual collection of such a structure would look like this:

Contact name Date of birth Age

Jane Barber 04/12/1991 27

Aaron Shepard 10/24/1985 33

Kate Smith 12/05/1989 29

 

Creatio can pass collections in web service requests and parse web service responses that contain collections.
You can set up both request and response “collection” parameters, provided the web service supports receiving
and/or sending arrays.

Note. You can only select the “collection” data type for parameters of the “Body parameter” type. This
type of parameters is not available for GET requests. However, it is available for GET responses.

To add a response or request “collection” parameter with nested parameters:

Click [ Add parameter ] on the [ Request parameters ] or [ Response parameters ] tab.1.

Select the “Object” value in the [ Data type ] field.2.

Add nested parameters of the needed type to this collection by clicking the [ Add parameter ] button and
selecting the [ Add nested parameter ] option (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Adding a nested parameter to a collection

3.
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For example, the response collection parameter that gets the contact records from the server will look as follows
(Fig. 3):

Fig. 3 Nested response parameters

The value of the JSONPath for the nested parameters is specified as suffix of the JSONPath of the root
parameter. For example, if the root parameter has the“$.records”value in the JSONPath field and the
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“$.records.name” value should be specified for the “Name” nested parameter, you need to specify only the
“name” value in the “Path to element” field.

Web service response parameters of the collection type can be used as incoming parameters in the “Call web
service” business process element. More information about using collections in business processes can be found
in the article.

 

Call web service from business process
PRODUCTS: ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Since Creatio calls web services as part of a business process, you need to set up a test process that would
display the retrieved values of its response parameters. The simplest way of implementing this is to map the
response parameters to fields of an auto-generated page or pre-configured page.

Open the Process Designer and design a process with two consecutive elements: a [ Call web service ]
element and a pre-configured page (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 A process to obtain currency exchange rates using web service

1.

Set up the properties of the [ Call web service ] element as shown on (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 The [ Call web service ] element properties area

2.
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Note. In the [ API key ] field, enter your actual API key instead of
“00000000000000000000000000000000”. You will need to register on https://fixer.io/ to obtain your
API key.

In the pre-configured page designer, set up the pre-configured page element by adding three decimal fields
(one for each currency): “Australian dollar”, “Euro”, “Ruble”, text field “Base currency” and date “Date” field.
Save the page.

3.

In the pre-configured page properties area, map the fields to the corresponding outgoing parameters of the
[ Call web service ] element (Fig. 3, Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Setting up page parameters on the pre-configured page properties area

4.
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Fig. 4 Mapping parameters of the pre-configured page to the [ Call web service ] element

Save and run the process.

As a result, a pre-configured page (Fig. 5) will open with the currency exchange rates passed to its fields.

Fig. 5 Currency exchange rates displayed on a pre-configured page

5.
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